re-characterization of title transfers as grants of security interests; 4 provide for a collateral taker's 'right of use'-that is, a general right of disposal in relation to collateral provided by way of a security interest; 5 ensure swift enforcement without impediments, including by way of close-out netting; 6 and provide a level of protection in insolvency. 7 The FCD and the GSC relax, modify, or disapply 'traditional' features of secured transactions and insolvency law. Whereas the position of collateral takers is generally enhanced, the protection of collateral providers and other creditors is weakened. 8 Arguments for this new approach include the special nature of financial collateral, which is often highly liquid and subject to continuous fluctuations in value, as well as expectations of enhanced liquidity across the financial markets, cheaper credit, and a reduction of systemic risk through the mitigation of the 'domino effects' of individual insolvencies. 9 This article provides a technically oriented comparison of the substantive law provisions of the FCD and Chapter V of the GSC in order to determine to what extent these legal instruments are compatible. 10 In light of profound changes to the financial collateral landscape as a result of the recent financial crisis, it will also pay attention to a (revived) debate on (regulatory) limitations to the liberal legal regime of the FCD and the GSC, including checks in regard to personal scope, the collateral taker's right of use, and enforcement. It will not examine other postcrisis developments, such as those relating to changes both in the demand for financial collateral (including changes due to an increase in secured lending, new regulatory margin requirements regarding derivatives, and revised capital adequacy requirements) and in the supply thereof (including changes in light of the issuance of new securities, collateral transformation, and technological innovation).
11 Conflict of laws issues in relation to financial collateral will also not be discussed. 12 The following specific topics will be examined: personal scope (section II); types of collateral covered (section III); types of relevant obligations covered (section IV); the right of use (section V); enforcement, with a special focus on close-out netting (section VI); the protection of margin maintenance and substitution arrangements, in particular in insolvency (section VII); and the treatment of collateral arrangements after the commencement of insolvency proceedings 13 (section VIII). In these sections, in light of the circumstance that the FCD was an important source of inspiration in the drafting of Chapter V of the GSC, the FCD is taken as the basis of the analysis against which the GSC is compared, so as to identify similarities and differences between the two legal instruments.
Some general differences should be mentioned at the outset. Content-wise, whereas the FCD regulates only financial collateral arrangements, the GSC covers a much wider range of issues relating to the functioning of an intermediated securities system, including aspects of holding, transfer, insolvency, and the integrity of the system as a whole. In regard to territorial scope, whereas the FCD applies to Member States of the EU, the GSC, upon entry into force, applies in relation to Contracting States anywhere in the world. Whereas the FCD is currently in force and implemented, the GSC is not, while nonetheless serving as a benchmark of international best practice.
14 In addition, it should be noted that Chapter V of the GSC is optional as a whole. This optional character gives Contracting States the flexibility to respond to public policy issues especially in connection with consumer protection and insolvency.
II. Personal scope

Financial Collateral Directive
The personal scope of the FCD is determined in Article 1(2) and (3), which essentially provides Member States with two options. The first option, which applies by default, envisages a broad personal scope. This option applies where at least one of the parties is a financial market participant falling within one of the following categories: (i) public authorities, including those public sector bodies that participate in the management of public debt or are authorized to hold accounts for customers; (ii) central banks, the European Central Bank (ECB), the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), multilateral development banks (MDBs), the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the European Investment Bank (EIB); (iii) financial institutions subject to prudential supervision, including credit institutions, investment firms, financial institutions, insurance undertakings, undertakings for collective investment in transferable securities, and management companies; as well as (iv) central counterparties, settlement agents, or clearing houses, including similar institutions acting in the futures, options, and derivatives markets, and non-natural persons acting in a trust or representative capacity for one or more persons that includes bondholders or holders of other forms of securitized debt or any of the institutions referred to under points (i)-(iv). 16 The other party can be either a financial market participant referred to under points (i)-(iv) or any other non-natural person, such as a 'non-financial' enterprise or an unincorporated firm or partnership. 17 This option thus excludes natural persons but includes entities without legal personality. 18 The second option is to limit the personal scope of the FCD by making a declaration under Article 1(3). This provision allows Member States to limit the personal scope of the Directive to the financial market participants referred to earlier under points (i)-(iv) only.
It is clear from both options that the FCD does not apply to financial collateral arrangements in two cases: first, when a party is a natural person and, second, where both parties belong to one of the categories of Article 1(2)(e), such as non-financial enterprises, unincorporated firms, and partnerships. 19 The FCD may nonetheless apply to micro-, small-, and medium-sized entities under both the aforementioned options. The category of non-natural persons acting in a trust or representative capacity for other persons (to which the FCD applies under both options) may include minor entities, but these will generally be specialized financial services providers. 20 In particular, the inclusion of micro-, small-, and medium-sized entities lacking expertise in the financial markets raises concerns.
Arguments in favour of a broad personal scope include facilitating access to low-cost credit for businesses with no or low credit rating and ensuring an efficient and predictable regime for financial collateral arrangements. However, the 'opt-out' in Article 1(3) of the FCD was introduced to accommodate concerns regarding situations where there is no equal bargaining power between the parties to financial collateral arrangements (and the unconscionable transactions that might result) and the risk of creating special privileges for collateral takers, in particular, when these are major financial institutions, and consequent incursions on the fundamental insolvency principle of the equality of creditors (paritas creditorum). Member States can thus weigh these considerations and decide whether or not to opt for a broader personal scope. 21 In the aftermath of the financial crisis, Louise Gullifer argues for limiting the scope of the FCD to wholesale financial market participants. 
Chapter V of the Geneva Securities Convention
The GSC also takes a broad personal scope as a starting point. While it defines the terms 'collateral provider' and 'collateral taker' as a person granting or being granted an interest in intermediated securities under a collateral agreement, 23 the GSC contains no provision that lists or otherwise identifies the entities or persons that may qualify as collateral providers and takers. Thus, as a matter of principle, Chapter V of the GSC applies not only to financial market participants, such as banks, pension funds, and insurance undertakings, but also to 'nonfinancial' enterprises, entities without legal personality, and even to natural persons.
24
On the basis of considerations comparable to those in favour of a limited scope of the FCD (section II.1 in this article), Article 38(2)(a) of the GSC contains an opt-out clause that makes it possible to restrict the personal scope of Chapter V. 22 Gullifer (n 8). Cf Bonfanti (n 18) 76-81, especially 81. 23 GSC (n 2) art 31(3)(f) and (g). 24 Kanda and others (n 8) 31-27. 25 Ibid 38-2, 38-9; Chun (n 8) 101. This opt-out provision gives Contracting States the opportunity: (i) to declare that Chapter V does not apply to natural persons or (ii) to specify in their declaration other categories of person that they do not wish to be subject to the regime of Chapter V.
Comparison
The FCD and the GSC both take a broad personal scope as a starting point. Nonetheless, they define their scope differently. Whereas the FCD contains a detailed list of entities to which it applies, the GSC, in principle, has an unlimited personal scope. 26 In order to fine-tune their scope, both instruments contain optout provisions. These opt-outs reflect concerns regarding possible undesirable consequences of the liberal approach taken by the two instruments.
The FCD does not apply to natural persons. 27 The GSC, however, as a matter of principle applies to natural persons involved in financial collateral arrangements but leaves the exclusion of natural persons to the discretion of Contracting States (Article 38(2)(a)). As a consequence, in the event of accession to the GSC, 28 the EU should exclude natural persons under the first option of Article 38(2)(a) of the GSC in order to ensure compatibility with the FCD.
29
With respect to all other persons and entities, the FCD as a matter of principle has a broad scope, including financial market participants and a variety of nonfinancial entities. However, the personal scope of the FCD is limited to the categories explicitly referred to. In addition, Article 1(3) allows Member States to restrict the scope of the FCD to, in short, financial market participants. The 26 Keijser, Morton and Peeters (n 9) 2.15. 27 FCD (n 1) art 1(2)(d) and (e): 'a person [,] other than a natural person'. 28 GSC (n 2) art 40 covers signature, ratification, acceptance, approval, and accession. Ibid art 41(1) mentions signature, acceptance, approval, and accession. For ease of reference, this article only refers to accession. 29 GSC (n 2) art 41 determines that regional economic integration organizations, such as the EU, may accede to the GSC if they have competence over matters governed by the Convention. On the division of competences between such a regional organization and its Member States, see Kanda and others (n 8) 41-6-41-11. ' [F]inancial instruments' are, in short, tradable securities, whether intermediated or not, including 'shares in companies and other securities equivalent to shares in companies and bonds and other forms of debt instruments if these are negotiable on the capital market and any other securities which are normally dealt in. . .' (Article 2(1)(e)). The broad scope of the FCD, including non-intermediated and different types of intermediated securities, follows from its general objective of liquidity, the absence of any limitation in the text of the FCD to intermediation or specific intermediated holding systems, and the fact that there is a great variety of holding systems in the EU Member States.
32 ' [C]ash' refers to money credited to accounts in any currency or similar claims for the repayment of money (Article 2(1)(d)), while 'credit claims' are the pecuniary claims of a credit institution arising from a credit it has given in the form of a loan (Article 2(1)(o)).
The material scope of the FCD is therefore broad, but it can be restricted on the basis of two opt-out provisions. The first opt-out clause of Article 1(4)(b) of the FCD enables Member States to exclude 'the collateral provider's own shares, shares in affiliated undertakings . . . and shares in undertakings whose exclusive purpose is to own means of production that are essential for the collateral provider's business or to own real property'. In other words, it is possible to exclude securities issued by the collateral provider itself or by enterprises whose financial well-being is deemed to be closely linked to that of the collateral provider. 30 It should be noted that the FCD (n 1) recital (3) explicitly refers to only 'bilateral' financial collateral arrangements. Chun (n 8) 100 presumes a similar limitation in case of the GSC (n 2), but this does not follow from the text of the GSC or its official commentary. 31 The purpose of this opt-out clause is to avoid facilitating the use of collateral, the value of which is closely linked to the financial situation of the collateral provider. If the collateral provider runs into financial difficulties, the value of such collateral may also decrease substantially, leaving the collateral taker with an unsecured exposure. 33 The second opt-out clause of Article 1(4)(c) of the FCD makes it possible to exclude credit claims from the list of eligible collateral, when the debtor is a consumer or a micro or small enterprise. 34 As such, these debtors are given a special position. 35 It is, however, not possible to exercise this opt-out to exclude credit claims involving consumers and micro or small enterprises when either the collateral provider or the collateral taker is one of the market participants referred to in Article 1(2)(b) of the FCD (namely, a central bank, the ECB, the BIS, an MDB, the IMF, or the EIB).
36 Considerations such as the need for unobstructed execution of monetary policy thus prevail over those relating to the position of consumers and micro or small enterprises. According to Article 31(1) of the GSC, Chapter V applies to collateral agreements under which interests in intermediated securities are granted as collateral. 38 This is in line with the focus of the GSC on intermediated securities. 39 The GSC presupposes that every Contracting State has some kind of intermediated holding system, 40 and it applies irrespective of the legal set-up of these systems. 41 The focus on intermediated securities implies that the GSC does not apply to nonintermediated securities-that is, securities that are physically held by an investor 33 Credit Operations, ECB Occasional Paper Series N148 (2013). 38 See also GSC (n 2) art 31(3)(b), (c), and (e). 39 This focus is already apparent from the full name of the Convention. 40 in the form of certificates or registered with the issuer in the name of the investor. 42 Likewise, cash is excluded, 43 while credit claims arguably also fall outside of the scope of the GSC. 44 The fact that it was decided to limit the GSC to intermediated securities does not mean, however, that its underlying principles (including those set out in Chapter V) cannot be applied to other assets.
Article 1(b) of the GSC defines 'intermediated securities' as 'securities credited to a securities account or rights or interests in securities resulting from the credit of securities to a securities account'. 45 The definition of 'securities' in Article 1(a) of the GSC further limits the material scope of the GSC to 'shares, bonds or other financial instruments or financial assets (other than cash) which are capable of being credited to a securities account and of being acquired and disposed of in accordance with the provisions of this Convention'. The first criterion-that is, the capability of securities to be credited to a securities account-basically limits the GSC to securities that can be held and traded in the form of book entries. The second criterion-that is, the capability of securities to be acquired and disposed of in accordance with the GSC-is closely connected with the methods specified for that purpose in Article 11 (debit and credit) and Article 12 of the GSC (automatic perfection in favour of the relevant intermediary, designating entry, and control agreement). 46 These two functional criteria thus determine which financial assets qualify as 'securities'.
Since these two criteria are decisive, the GSC does not contain a list of financial instruments that qualify as collateral. As long as the two criteria are met, collateral may consist of bonds, other debt instruments, shares, other equity instruments, transferable units in collective investment schemes, securitized derivative instruments, and so on. 48 Since no restrictive enumeration exists, the GSC also covers any financial instrument developed in the market in the future as long as it meets the requisite criteria. 49 The official commentary on the GSC can be read so as to imply that Chapter V of the GSC applies, in principle, to 'both tradable and non-tradable securities'. 50 However, as discussed earlier in this section, Article 1(a) of the GSC requires that 42 Kanda and others (n 8) 1-19. See also Michel Deschamps, 'The Best Rules for Non-Intermediated Securities' in Thomas Keijser (ed), Transnational Securities Law (Oxford University Press 2014) 1-25. 43 GSC (n 2) art 1(a); Kanda and others (n 8) 1-7. 44 Although neither the GSC (n 2) nor its official commentary say so explicitly, it is submitted that credit claims are outside the scope of the GSC, inasmuch as they do not fulfill the two functional criteria for qualifying as securities under the GSC (see the following paragraph). 45 Kanda and others (n 8) 1-15-1-20; Chun (n 8) 39 et seq. 46 See also GSC (n 2) art 13, which allows other methods under non-Convention law. 47 Kanda and others (n 8) 1-7-1-10. 48 Ibid 1-10. 49 Ibid 1-11; Chun (n 8) 39. 50 Kanda and others (n 8) 38-10. securities are 'capable of . . . being acquired and disposed of', which are aspects of tradability. In any case, Article 38(2)(b) of the GSC contains an opt-out clause that makes it possible to exclude intermediated securities that are not permitted to be traded on an exchange or regulated market from the material scope of Chapter V. 
Types of collateral: comparison
The FCD has a broader material scope than Chapter V of the GSC. Chapter V only applies to arrangements where the collateral consists of interests in intermediated securities, whereas the FCD also covers non-intermediated securities, credit claims, and cash provided as collateral. 52 The two instruments also take a somewhat different approach in determining which securities fall within their scope. Article 2(1)(e) of the FCD contains an enumeration of 'financial instruments' that essentially covers a broad range of securities. The GSC formulates two functional criteria for 'shares, bonds or other financial instruments or financial assets' to fall within the scope of Chapter V: the capability of being credited to a securities account and of being acquired and disposed of in accordance with the provisions of the GSC. In substance, however, both instruments have a broad scope and are well capable of including new types of financial instruments or assets that may be developed in the market in the future.
An additional difference relates to tradability. The requirement of the FCD that financial instruments should be 'negotiable' or 'normally dealt in' on the capital market (Article 2(1)(e)) seems stricter than that of the GSC regarding the capability of being acquired and disposed of. Article 38(2)(b) of the GSC offers a solution, as it allows the EU to limit the scope of the GSC to securities that are 'permitted to be traded on an exchange or regulated market', but only insofar as the notion of exchange or regulated market' (GSC) coincides with that of 'capital market' (FCD).
The FCD also contains opt-out clauses that allow the exclusion of, in short, (i) the collateral provider's own shares or shares in undertakings that are economically linked to the collateral provider (Article 1(4)(b)) and (ii) credit claims, when their debtors are consumers or micro or small enterprises (Article 1(4)(c)). These 'opt-outs' are essentially different from that of Article 38(2)(b) of the GSC regarding non-tradable intermediated securities. On the one hand, the opt-outs of the FCD are tailored to categories of persons/entities (the collateral provider, economically related undertakings, consumers, and so on) and stem from policy considerations relating to the protection of the collateral taker from financial trouble involving the company of the collateral provider and to the position of consumers and minor enterprises. On the other hand, the opt-out of the GSC is 51 Ibid; Chun (n 8) 101. On the broad meaning of 'exchange or regulated market' under the GSC, see Kanda and others (n 8) 29-14. 52 Keijser, Morton and Peeters (n 9) 2.15.
built on a specific function of securities-that is, their tradability-so as to respond to any policy considerations of the Contracting States in this respect. 53 In relation to securities, this different approach leads to frictions. The shares issued by the company of the collateral provider or an economically related undertaking may very well be tradable securities. The GSC, however, does not allow them to be excluded from its scope, as is possible under the FCD. The opt-outs of the FCD and the GSC are therefore not compatible in this respect. 54 
Possession or control of collateral and evidential requirements
Another limitation to the material scope of the FCD is that it only applies to collateral once it has been provided (Article 1(5), first subparagraph). 'Provision' means the delivery, transfer, holding, registration, or other designation of the collateral, resulting in the possession or control of the collateral taker or a person acting on the collateral taker's behalf (Article 2(2) of the FCD). 55 In addition, the FCD contains requirements relating to evidence in the form of 'writing', including by electronic means and any other durable medium (Articles 1(5), 2(3), and 3 of the FCD). For evidential purposes, a book entry ('credit') is sufficient. The requirements relating to possession or control and evidence essentially limit the application of the liberal provisions of the FCD and, as such, balance market efficiency with the safety of the parties to collateral arrangements and the interests of third parties. 56 Chapter V of the GSC does not contain requirements relating to the provision or delivery of collateral by way of possession or control and to evidence.
57 Antony Zacaroli argues, however, that Articles 11 and 12 of the GSC (in Chapter III) fulfill a broadly similar function as the FCD's requirement of possession or control, because of the control implied in the different methods for acquisition and disposition set out in Articles 11 (debit and credit) and 12 (automatic perfection in favour of the relevant intermediary, designating entry, control agreement). 58 Arguably, where book entries are involved (such as in the case of a debit/credit or a designating entry), a level of transparency (and thus evidence) is also guaranteed. However, the GSC contains no rules whatsoever on evidence concerning 53 Kanda and others (n 8) 38-10. 54 Chun (n 8) 101, n 343 also notes a discrepancy between the GSC (n 2) art 38(2)(b) and the FCD (n 1) art 1(4)(b 57 It should be noted that where the FCD (n 1) uses the word 'provision', the GSC (n 2) often uses 'delivery' (or derivatives of these words). This article uses , 'provision' as a neutral term. 58 Zacaroli (n 55) 7.II, 7.IV, 7.V.A, especially 183-4. control agreements. 59 Thus, the issues of possession/control and evidence are largely implicit in the GSC or left to non-Convention law.
The FCD and the GSC thus take a different approach in regard to the requirement that the collateral taker be in possession or control of the securities and to that of evidence. Whereas these issues are dealt with explicitly in the FCD, they are implicit in the GSC or left entirely to non-Convention law.
IV. Material scope: relevant obligations
Financial Collateral Directive
Article 2(1)(f) of the FCD defines 'relevant financial obligations' as 'obligations which are secured by a financial collateral arrangement and which give a right to cash settlement and/or delivery of financial instruments'. Article 2(1)(f) also provides examples of different types of relevant obligations. The FCD covers relevant obligations: (i) irrespectively of when they were created, whether they are 'present or future, actual or contingent or prospective' (Article 2(1)(f)(i)), even if they are not known at the time of the arrangement (ratione temporis); (ii) owed by the collateral provider or by another (a third) person (Article 2(1)(f)(ii)) (ratione personae); (iii) which are of a specified class or kind arising periodically ('from time to time') (Article 2(1)(f)(iii)) (ratione materiae).
Chapter V of the Geneva Securities Convention
Article 31(3)(d) of the GSC defines 'relevant obligations' as 'any existing, future or contingent obligations of a collateral provider or another person' and thus includes obligations irrespective of when they arose (ratione temporis) and makes it possible to secure obligations of third parties (ratione personae).
60 Article 31(3)(d) contains no limitation, so it does not seem to exclude any category of relevant obligations. However, in order to respond to different national policies, Article 38(2)(c) leaves it to the discretion of Contracting States to declare that Chapter V of the GSC will not apply to collateral arrangements relating to specific categories of relevant obligations. These categories should be identified in the declaration. 
Comparison
Both the FCD and the GSC apply to any relevant obligations, without restriction as to the time when they were generated (whether present, actual, or existing; future or prospective; or contingent) and as to their debtors (including persons other than the collateral provider). Article 2(1)(f)(iii) of the FCD also explicitly includes relevant obligations of a specified class or kind arising from time to time, 59 Kanda and others (n 8) 12-10, 12-19, 12-30. For the deleted provision on 'Evidential requirements' (which referred the issue to non-Convention law), see UNIDROIT 2008-CONF 11-Doc. 33, 9 (art 12). 60 Kanda and others (n 8) 31-23-31-24. 61 Ibid 31-25, 38-11. a category not mentioned in Article 31(3)(d) of the GSC. This textual difference does not cause any problem since both provisions are open to any kind of relevant obligation. 62 A substantive difference is that the FCD requires relevant obligations to be performed in a particular manner-that is, by 'cash settlement and/or delivery of financial instruments'. The FCD thus does not apply if the relevant obligations are to be performed in any other way. The GSC, however, does not contain such a limitation. 63 In order to ensure consistency with the FCD, the EU should therefore, in case of accession, either limit the scope of the GSC by making use of the opt-out of Article 38(2)(c) of the GSC or broaden the scope of the FCD.
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V. Right of use
Introduction
Both the FCD and the GSC envisage the collateral taker's right to 'use' the collateral provided to it by the collateral provider under a security collateral arrangement (Article 5 of the FCD and Article 34 of the GSC). The device of a collateral taker's 'right of use' originates in the brokerage market in the USA, where brokers originally had the right to re-pledge the securities pledged by their clients, which was later broadened to a general right to sell, or otherwise dispose of, such securities. 65 This development inspired the derivatives and securities-trading industry associations to lobby for the introduction of a right of use into the EU's FCD, 66 after which the device also found its way into Chapter V of the GSC. The main considerations in introducing the right of use were reduced funding costs, the flexible use of securities portfolios, and enhanced liquidity. 67 securities as if it were the owner of them'. 68 Essentially, these definitions boil down to a general right of disposal. 69 The right of use enables the collateral taker to sell the collateral, lend it, pledge it to a third party, or dispose of it in any other way, even if the applicable national legal regime does not traditionally grant the collateral taker such rights. 70 The combination of a security interest with a general right of disposal is not easy to square with the core principles of security law in a range of jurisdictions. 71 For example, upon exercise of the right of use by the collateral taker, the collateral provider often will no longer have any proprietary claim (right in rem) with respect to the original collateral and can no longer redeem it. Exercise of the right of use may also be at odds with the collateral taker's duty of good care or custody in relation to the assets that it has disposed of. The collateral provider will therefore , in any case if title is transferred, be left with a mere contractual claim. 72 In order to achieve at least some equilibrium, the right of use, which is generally favourable to the collateral taker, is available only if the collateral provider has consented to it. Article 5(1) of the FCD determines that the right of use can be exercised only '[i]f and to the extent that the terms of a security financial collateral arrangement so provide'. Article 34 of the GSC sets out the same requirement in almost the same words. 
Equivalent and replacement collateral
Apart from the requirement of the collateral provider's consent, another way to mitigate the consequences of the right of use for the collateral provider is that the collateral taker, upon exercise of this right, must provide 'equivalent' or 'replacement' collateral to the collateral provider. In this connection, the following issues will be discussed: (i) the relevant definitions and terminology; (ii) the category of 'other assets'; (iii) proprietary substitution; (iv) the applicable timeframes; and (v) the available alternatives.
Article 5(2) of the FCD obliges the collateral taker, upon exercise of the right of use, to transfer 'equivalent collateral to replace the original financial collateral' to the collateral provider. Article 2(1)(i) of the FCD defines 'equivalent collateral' as: (i) in relation to cash, 'a payment of the same amount and in the same currency'; and (ii) in relation to financial instruments: financial instruments of the same issuer or debtor, forming part of the same issue or class and of the same nominal amount, currency and description or, where a financial collateral arrangement provides for the transfer of other assets following the occurrence of any event relating to or affecting any financial instruments provided as financial collateral, those other assets.
Likewise, Article 34(2) of the GSC obliges the collateral taker, upon exercise of the right of use, to deliver 'replacement collateral' to the collateral provider, which may consist of: (i) 'equivalent collateral'-that is, 'securities of the same description as collateral securities' 74 -or (ii) other assets, 'if the security collateral agreement provides for the delivery of other assets following the occurrence of any event relating to or affecting any securities delivered as collateral'. 75 The terminology used in these definitions is slightly different. Whereas under the FCD 'equivalent collateral' essentially includes both assets with the same characteristics as the original collateral and other assets, the GSC uses the term 'replacement collateral' to refer to both 'equivalent collateral' (that is, in short, securities with the same characteristics as the securities originally provided as collateral) and other assets. Basically, 'equivalent collateral' under the FCD therefore corresponds with what is 'replacement collateral' under the GSC.
With respect to the category of 'other assets', both the FCD and the GSC allow the provision of assets with other characteristics than the 'original collateral' if certain events (in particular, corporate events affecting the securities, such as a merger or a take-over concerning the issuing company) take place and if the collateral agreement provides for it. The FCD allows the provision of such 'other assets' in relation to financial instruments, but it does not specify what these other assets may be. The GSC does so neither, but its official commentary clarifies that 'other assets' may be not only 'securities issued by the merged or acquiring company but also, for example, government bonds or cash'. 76 It is therefore not necessarily the case that 'Article 34(2) [of the GSC] goes further than Article 5 of the Financial Collateral Directive in that the Geneva Securities Convention gives the parties the right to agree to deliver collateral of a different type than the collateral originally provided'.
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Both instruments also contain a rule of 'proprietary substitution'. Article 5(3) of the FCD requires that the equivalent collateral is subject to the same terms of the collateral agreement as the 'original collateral', and is treated as having been provided at the same time as the original collateral was provided. The same approach is followed in Article 34(3) of the GSC. 78 In both cases, the 'proprietary substitution' is favourable to the collateral taker, which is deemed to have had a security interest in the equivalent or replacement collateral on the same terms as those referring to the original collateral and with retroactive force. By excluding the possibility of the equivalent or replacement collateral being presented as new, the collateral taker need fear no adverse legal consequences, especially concerning the priority of security interests.
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In regard to the period in which the equivalent or replacement collateral should be provided, the collateral taker under the FCD can transfer equivalent collateral from the date it exercised its right of use until (and including) the due date for the performance of the relevant financial obligations (Article 5(2), first subparagraph). Article 34(2) of the GSC, however, provides that the delivery of replacement collateral should take place after the moment when the right of use was exercised but 'not later than the discharge of the relevant obligations'. Arguably, this latter phrase allows the collateral taker, depending on the moment of such discharge, to fulfill its obligations not only on the due date of performance but also earlier, or even later, than the due date. 80 Whereas the FCD thus refers to the contractually agreed 'due date', the GSC takes the moment of factual discharge by the collateral provider as the moment of reference. 81 The collateral taker can therefore wait until the collateral provider takes action.
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In addition to the collateral taker's obligation to provide equivalent or replacement collateral in a timely manner, the FCD and the GSC set out a number of alternative options. The FCD contains three such options. 83 Article 5(2), second subparagraph, of the FCD essentially mentions two of these options. Strictly speaking, the repetition in this subparagraph of the collateral taker's statutory obligation to provide equivalent collateral is superfluous (as it is already mentioned in Article 5(2), first subparagraph) and, thus, not an 'alternative'. The only alternatives that the second subparagraph of Article 5(2) really adds are the set-off of the value of the equivalent collateral against, or application thereof in discharge of, the relevant financial obligations on the due date. 84 Both alternatives should have been agreed upon in the security financial collateral arrangement. Set-off and discharge under Article 5(2), concerning equivalent collateral and without any requirement of the occurrence of an enforcement event, should be distinguished from Article 4 of the FCD-the general enforcement provision of the Directive-which also mentions set-off and discharge, but only as enforcement mechanisms in respect of collateral provided earlier, including financial instruments and credit claims (in these two cases, after their sale or appropriation) as 79 Ibid 34-16. 80 Ibid 34-3, 34-14. 81 Johansson (n 66) 160. 82 See also Chun (n 8) 143. 83 Johansson (n 71) 15 mentions set-off, discharge, and close-out netting. 84 Somewhat surprisingly, these alternatives are available only to the collateral taker (ie, the party that
did not yet fulfill its obligations) but not to the collateral provider. On the collateral taker-oriented approach of the FCD, see the text at and the sources mentioned in note 8 in this article.
well as cash. Elsewhere, in Articles 5(5) and 7, the FCD envisages the third alternative-that is, close-out netting 85 upon the occurrence of an enforcement event 86 (such as the non-performance of contractual obligations or insolvency).
87
Generally, the GSC is more elegantly drafted, as it concentrates all enforcement issues in a single provision (Article 33). Article 33(1) of the GSC only relates to set-off or discharge in connection with a sale or appropriation, upon the occurrence of an enforcement event, of collateral delivered earlier. 88 The most important remedy under the GSC in a situation where an obligation for the delivery of 'equivalent collateral' 89 remains outstanding is, therefore, close-out netting upon the occurrence of an enforcement event (Article 33(1)(b) and (2)).
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As to the options that are available to the parties if equivalent or replacement collateral is not provided in a timely fashion, the FCD and the GSC thus both envisage close-out netting but approach set-off or application in discharge of the relevant obligations differently. Whereas both instruments envisage such set-off or discharge as an enforcement mechanism in relation to collateral already provided, only the FCD mentions set-off and discharge in connection with equivalent collateral specifically (and without requiring the occurrence of an enforcement event).
Post-crisis developments
To the extent that a set-off, an application in discharge of the relevant obligations, or close-out netting are available, neither of the parties will face any shortfall. However, situations of under-or over-collateralization-that is, situations where there is a discrepancy between the value of the collateral provided and the secured liabilities-imply a level of credit risk that may prove harmful in insolvency. A degree of under-or over-collateralization may exist as of the outset of a transaction or arise in the course of a transaction due to price fluctuations in the market that are not corrected by the provision of margin collateral. 91 The recent financial crisis showed instances of enormous discrepancies between the collateral provided and the secured obligations. This was one of the triggers of a still ongoing debate on private law and/or regulatory restrictions 85 FCD (n 1) art 2(1)(n) defines 'close-out netting provision'. On close-out netting, see also section VI in this article. 86 FCD (n 1) art 2(1)(l) defines 'enforcement event'. 87 Under the FCD (n 1) arts 5(5) and 7, close-out netting is available to both collateral taker and collateral provider. Cf note 84 in this article. 88 GSC (n 2) art 31(3)(h) defines 'enforcement event' in almost the same way as FCD (n 1) art 2(1)(l). 89 Whereas GSC (n 2) art 34(2) correctly refers to the broader notion of 'replacement collateral', the reference in art 33(2) to 'equivalent collateral' is too narrow. Kanda and others (n 8) 34-15, however, correctly refer to 'replacement collateral'. 90 GSC (n 2) art 31(3)(j) defines 'close-out netting provision'. On close-out netting, see also section VI in this article. 91 on the right of use. 92 The European legislator has imposed several such restrictions 93 and could amend the FCD. 94 Whether any such restrictions are compatible with the GSC should in any case be tested against the tenth recital of the Preamble of the GSC, which leaves the power to regulate, supervise, or oversee to Contracting States unless it 'would contravene the provisions of this Convention'. One of these provisions is Article 31(2) of the GSC, which sets a minimum level of protection for collateral takers. 95 The criteria of the test are rather unclear, however. Does a quantitative restriction on the right of use contravene the provisions of the GSC, for instance? Or is the criterion rather that the qualitative 'core' of the right of use should not be infringed upon (for example, when it is abolished or when the collateral taker cannot dispose outright but can only vest further security interests)? event. 97 Article 4 of the FCD and Article 33 of the GSC both allow different methods of enforcement, including sale and appropriation. Customary formal requirements, such as prior notice, approval by a court or another independent party, and realization by public auction or in any other prescribed manner are prohibited. 98 In addition, the commencement or continuation of insolvency proceedings that affect the collateral provider or the collateral taker should not influence the operation of enforcement. 99 The resulting rapid and non-formalistic enforcement procedures are intended to contribute to cost reduction, liquidity, mitigation of contagion effects in insolvency, reduction of systemic risk, and, thereby, to financial stability generally. 100 For comparable reasons, the FCD and the GSC apply the same liberal approach to close-out netting arrangements. 101 Close-out netting is an enforcement mechanism that is typically applied in connection with derivatives, repurchase and securities lending agreements, and other securities financing arrangements. 102 Close-out netting generally consists of three elements or stages: early termination upon an enforcement event (either automatically or by one of the parties), valuation of closed-out transactions or obligations, and netting to determine the final net obligation of one of the parties. 103 Close-out netting, if enforceable, allows market participants to reduce their outstanding mutual obligations to a net exposure that is often only a fraction of their gross exposures.
The FCD defines 'close-out netting provision' in Article 2(1)(n). The core provision of the FCD on close-out netting is Article 7, while this device is also dealt with in Article 5(5) (in the context of the right of use) and Article 6(2) (in the context of obligations to transfer equivalent collateral in the case of title transfers). Article 7 sanctions close-out netting in general, making the specific rules of Article 5(5) and Article 6(2) essentially superfluous. 104 The GSC defines 'close-out netting provision' in Article 31(3)(j). 105 The substance of close-out netting is addressed in Articles 33(1)(b), 33(2), and 33(3) of the GSC. Article 33(1)(b) and 33(2) both sanction close-out netting in both title transfer and security collateral agreements. 106 Strictly speaking, the general rule of Article 33(1)(b) makes the specific rule of Article 33(2) redundant. 107 Both legal instruments coincide in that they abolish formal requirements (including prior notice, approval, and a prescribed manner of enforcement) in the case of the operation of close-out netting, 108 while it must also be enforceable in insolvency. 109 There are, nonetheless, some (drafting) differences that should be taken into account. For example: (i) the definition of 'close-out netting provision' in Article 2(1)(n) of the FCD mentions statutory rules, whereas the definition in Article 31(3)(j) of the GSC is limited to agreements between the parties; (ii) Article 2(1)(n) of the FCD does not discriminate between collateral provider and collateral taker, whereas Article 31(3)(j) of the GSC contains a phrase 'or may at the election of the collateral taker occur' (emphasis added); 110 (iii) Article 4(4)(d) of the FCD abolishes any formal requirement that 'any additional time period must have elapsed', whereas no such abolition features in Article 33(3)(a) of the GSC; (iv) Article 7(1)(b) of the FCD determines that a close-out netting provision can take effect 'notwithstanding any purported assignment, judicial or other attachment or other disposition of or in respect of such rights', 111 an issue that is not addressed in the GSC. Sections VI.2 and VI.3 in this article focus on two further (possible) discrepancies between the FCD and the GSC in relation to close-out netting, notably relating to the role of national law and regulatory developments inspired by the recent financial crisis.
The role of national law
The FCD generally protects the enforceability of close-out netting. However, the FCD does not offer certainty in all respects, as national law still plays an important role when determining if and under what conditions close-out netting can take effect. Due to the fact that close-out netting confers a considerable advantage on the creditor that can invoke it, but, at the same time, results in the disappearance of assets to which this creditor's counterparty and its other creditors might have been entitled, national law restrictions (for example, concerning the reciprocity of claims or knowledge of the party invoking a set-off of its counterparty's insolvency) come into play to determine how the interests of different groups of creditors are balanced. 112 The text of the GSC, however, does not mention any continued role for national law requirements. The official commentary on the GSC only states in general terms that Article 33 intends 'to eliminate obstacles to enforcement that might arise under national legislation', which approach also applies to close-out netting. 113 The official commentary does not, however, unequivocally preclude a continued role of national law in the context of close-out netting. It therefore remains rather unclear whether national requirements such as those that are allowed under the FCD are prohibited under the GSC. If this is the case, the FCD and the GSC are incompatible on this point.
Post-crisis developments
The recent financial crisis has led to a wide-ranging policy debate on the resolution of financial institutions. 114 In the EU, one of the results of that debate is Directive 2014/59/EU establishing a framework for the recovery and resolution of credit institutions and investment firms (Recovery and Resolution Directive or RRD), 115 which, among other things, envisages an amendment of the FCD that essentially boils down to a limitation of the FCD's liberal enforcement regime.
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In particular, the RRD envisages the invalidation of ipso facto clauses-that is, provisions 'which make "the fact itself" of the commencement of resolution measures an event of default and thus a ground for termination of the relevant contract' 117 (Article 68) as well as the right of resolution authorities temporarily to suspend (or 'stay') the termination rights of the failing institution's counterparty (Article 71). 118 These measures give the resolution authority the necessary time to put into practice various resolution tools and prevent the immediate termination of large numbers of contracts, leading to further instability. 119 These measures, however, are not compatible with Article 2(1)(l) of the FCD, insofar as it allows ipso facto clauses as enforcement events under the FCD, or with Articles 2(1)(n) and 4-7 of the FCD, where these require that enforcement provisions can take effect in accordance with their terms as agreed by the parties (without taking into account any discretion of the regulatory authorities). Article 118 of the RRD addresses these discrepancies by amending the FCD.
The GSC does not contain any provisions corresponding to the recommendations of the BCBS or the FSB 120 or comparable to the provisions of the RRD, and is therefore arguably not in line with post-crisis developments. As mentioned in the context of possible restrictions on the right of use (section V.3 in this article), the tenth recital of the Preamble of the GSC leaves regulation, supervision, and oversight to Contracting States in as far as they do not contravene the provisions of the GSC. Arguably, restrictions on enforcement, such as the non-recognition of ipso facto clauses as enforcement events and the power given to regulatory authorities to temporarily suspend termination rights, contravene core elements of Articles 31(3)(h), (j), and 33 of the GSC. 121 In 2013, UNIDROIT enacted the Principles on the Operation of Close-Out Netting Provisions (Principles), 122 which (at least partly) take the impact of the financial crisis into account. 123 Principle 8, like the RRD, recognizes the possibility of a stay or any other measures in relation to the operation of a close-out netting provision in the context of the resolution of a financial institution. Although both the GSC and the Principles are UNIDROIT projects, they take a different approach regarding the admissibility of restrictions on enforcement. The GSC should arguably be aligned with the policy approach underlying the recommendations of the BCBS and the FSB, the RRD, and the Principles. 124 VII. Protection of margin maintenance and substitution arrangements
Introduction
In light of the special nature of financial collateral (see section I in this article), both Article 8 of the FCD and Articles 36 and 37 of the GSC provide a level of protection to the parties to a collateral arrangement, particularly in the case of insolvency. This section focuses on such protection afforded to margin maintenance and substitution arrangements, which the parties to a collateral arrangement commonly use to maintain an economic balance and a level of flexibility in the course of a transaction. 125 The economic balance is reached by both parties agreeing to the provision of margin collateral in order to address exposures arising due to, in particular, price fluctuations in relation to collateral provided earlier or the relevant obligations. 126 The level of flexibility is reached by 'substitution' clauses that allow a collateral provider to substitute or exchange collateral provided earlier for collateral with different characteristics but of substantially the same value.
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Both the FCD and the GSC protect the provision of collateral under margin maintenance and substitution arrangements from any retroactive force of insolvency and when such collateral is provided after the relevant obligations are incurred-that is, the two instruments afford protection from 'timing claw back rules' or 'automatic avoidance rules '. 128 This includes protection from socalled 'zero hour rules', on the basis of which a declaration of insolvency has retroactive effect to the beginning of the day on which it is issued. 129 For the FCD, the protection from automatic avoidance rules follows from Article 8(3). It should, however, be noted that the FCD provides no protection in other instances, such as avoidance or fraud against creditors. 130 For example, an 'actio pauliana', which makes it possible to void transactions entered into by an insolvent entity with particular creditors with the purpose of making assets unavailable to the general creditors, may still be exercised. 131 Likewise, the protection of Article 36 of the GSC is limited to automatic avoidance rules and does not extend to other circumstances. 
Margin: protection 'both ways'?
With respect to the provision of margin, the preferred interpretation of Article 8(3)(a) of the FCD is that it protects both the provision of excess 'financial collateral' by a collateral taker to a collateral provider (notably when the value of collateral provided earlier has risen in value or the value of the relevant obligations has decreased) as well as the provision of 'additional financial collateral' by a collateral provider to a collateral taker, in addition to collateral provided earlier (when the value of that collateral is no longer sufficient to cover the relevant obligations). Strictly speaking, this interpretation is not in line with Article 2(2) of the FCD, which, as discussed in section III.4 in this article, limits the concept of 'provision' to delivery etc. in the direction of the collateral taker (or a person acting on its behalf). However, if 'financial collateral' in Article 8(3)(a) is not interpreted as excess but as initial financial collateral, there is an overlap with the protection envisaged in Article 8(1) of the FCD. In addition, such an interpretation would lead to the undesirable situation that only certain margin transfers are protected, and others not. The protection of Article 8(3)(a) arguably thus works both ways and covers collateral provided in the course of a transaction by both the collateral provider and the collateral taker.
The wording of the GSC regarding the delivery of margin is equally unfortunate. Article 36(1)(a) only refers to the delivery of 'additional collateral securities' but not to the return of excess collateral. This wording might be argued to imply that only additional collateral is protected, whereas excess collateral is not. Likewise, the 'top-up' terminology in the heading of Article 36 suggests a limitation to the protection of additional collateral. In line herewith, Article 36 takes the viewpoint of the collateral taker: Article 36(1)(a)(ii) only mentions the credit risk of the collateral taker but not that of the collateral provider and Article 36(1), in fine, refers to the 'commencement of an insolvency proceeding in relation to the collateral provider' (emphasis added) (but does not take that of the collateral taker into account). 133 Nonetheless, the official commentary on the GSC makes it clear that Article 36 applies both ways: 'Top-up refers to the situation where one of the parties to a collateral agreement delivers additional collateral or returns excess collateral in order to ensure that the outstanding obligations of the parties are balanced'. in the market, whereas the GSC also offers protection in two other circumstances. 138 Second, Article 36(1)(a)(ii) of the GSC also protects the delivery of margin securities where an increase takes place 'in the credit risk incurred by the collateral taker as determined by reference to objective criteria relating to the creditworthiness, financial performance or financial condition of the collateral provider or other person by whom the relevant obligations are owed'. In this case, the object of estimation is not the collateral or the relevant obligations (asset-related focus) but, rather, the entity of the collateral provider or other debtor of the relevant obligations (subject-related focus). 139 The approach set out in Article 36(1)(a)(ii) of the GSC poses challenges from an insolvency law perspective. A deterioration of the financial situation of an entity may be an omen of its insolvency. Any protection granted in this context to a particular group of creditors could thus have an impact on the position of all of the other creditors and on the principle of their equal treatment (paritas creditorum). On the basis of such considerations, the protection provided by the FCD does not extend to margin provided as a result of a change in the financial position of the parties to a collateral agreement. 140 For the same reasons, Article 36(2) of the GSC allows Contracting States to opt out of Article 36(1)(a)(ii) and not to provide protection in case of a deteriorating financial situation. 141 Against this background, it seems preferable for the EU to make use of this optout clause in the GSC, so that the regimes of the GSC and the FCD are comparable. However, even if the opt-out of Article 36(2) is exercised, there remains a friction as to the protection offered by the GSC and the FCD in regard to collateral, the value of which is directly linked to the collateral provider's financial position (for example, when the collateral provider is a company and has provided its own shares as collateral). The delivery of such collateral may be protected under Article 36(1)(a)(i) of the GSC, even if the opt-out of Article 36(2) of the GSC is exercised. 142 Under the FCD, however, such protection is not available where Member States have entirely excluded this type of collateral on the basis of the opt-out of Article 1(4)(b) of the FCD. 143 extent permitted by non-Convention law. 144 The protection against automatic avoidance rules under the GSC can therefore be extended to more cases according to the free will of the parties, while the only limitation to this party autonomy is the non-Convention law. 145 The GSC thus moves the burden of 'watchdog' to Contracting States.
The FCD and the GSC therefore differ as to the content of the triggers of the protection of margin collateral. The FCD includes only one such trigger, in contrast to the three elaborated in the GSC. Whereas both legal instruments provide a level of protection to margin provided in connection with changes in the value of the financial collateral or in the amount of the relevant financial obligations, the GSC also allows the financial situation of the collateral provider and cases agreed by the parties as triggers of protection. 147 This provision of the GSC thus includes 'other assets', whereas 'financial collateral' under the FCD only refers to cash, financial instruments, and credit claims. 148 In substance, however, the protection of substitution arrangements under the FCD and the GSC coincides.
VIII. Treatment after the commencement of insolvency proceedings
Financial Collateral Directive
Article 8(1) and (3) of the FCD aim at the protection of financial collateral arrangements and the provision of financial collateral thereunder, before the commencement of insolvency proceedings. 149 Article 8(2) of the FCD provides similar protection after the commencement of insolvency proceedings. More specifically, Article 8(2) provides protection 'on the day of, but after the moment of the commencement of, winding-up procedures or reorganisation measures', 'if the collateral taker can prove that he was not aware, nor should have been aware' of such a commencement.
The scope of Article 8(2) is somewhat ambiguous. It applies where 'a financial collateral arrangement or a relevant financial obligation has come into existence, or financial collateral has been provided'. It is not entirely clear whether 'financial collateral' here comprises only initial collateral or also excess and additional (in the case of a margin maintenance arrangement) as well as replacement (in case of a substitution arrangement) collateral. Article 8(3), which distinguishes between (excess) 'financial collateral', 'additional financial collateral', and 'replacement collateral' currently does not provide protection after the commencement of insolvency proceedings. The most appropriate interpretation is to apply Article 8(2) to all aspects of financial collateral arrangements, because application to only some aspects would result in a rather erratic scope and impair the practical value of the provision. Ideally, the wording of Articles 8(2) and 8(3) is further coordinated.
Moreover, Article 8(2) covers only collateral takers that were not aware, and should not have been aware, of the commencement of insolvency proceedings. Article 8(2) uses the concept of 'awareness', but does not use related concepts such as 'good faith' or 'innocent acquisition'. 150 The content of 'awareness' should be determined under the law of each Member State, with special attention paid to the special nature of securities markets where, on the one hand, transactions may take place within milliseconds but where, on the other hand, information on the (potential) insolvency of market participants will also generally be available immediately.
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These special characteristics of, and the certainty needed in, the securities markets were considerations when the EU legislator granted protection after the commencement of insolvency proceedings. However, from a general insolvency law perspective, such protection is fairly controversial, since the insolvency law in many jurisdictions as a matter of principle 'freezes' the insolvent estate and the position of its creditors at the moment the insolvency proceedings commence. As a result of Article 8(2), assets may, however, disappear from the insolvent estate even after this moment, to the benefit of collateral takers and, thus, to the detriment of the general creditors. 
Chapter V of the Geneva Securities Convention
Chapter V of the GSC contains two provisions, Articles 36 and 37, concerning the validity of financial collateral arrangements in case of the commencement of insolvency proceedings. Both provisions relate to the period before this commencement. Article 36 protects the delivery of collateral under margin maintenance and substitution arrangements if it takes place 'during a prescribed period before, or on the day of but before' the commencement of the collateral provider's insolvency proceedings. Article 37 provides comparable protection in other cases that are outside the scope of Article 36, namely the conclusion of collateral agreements or the delivery of (initial) collateral securities. 153 Neither of these two provisions says anything about the period after the commencement of insolvency proceedings. The proper interpretation of this silence is that the situation after the commencement of insolvency proceedings is simply left untouched and is left to the discretion of each Contracting State.
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If a Contracting State were to introduce protection after the commencement of insolvency proceedings comparable to that of Article 8(2) of the FCD, Article 18 of the GSC could serve as a source of inspiration to incorporate the FCD's standard of 'unawareness'. 155 Article 18 provides protection in case of acquisitions by an 'innocent person'-that is, any acquirer unless it 'actually knows or ought to know' about the relevant facts. 156 Article 17(b) and (c) of the GSC provides guidance on this knowledge standard and includes a reference to 'the characteristics and requirements of securities markets'.
provided in light of changes in market value, the GSC provides two additional situations in which margin maintenance arrangements are protected-that is, a worsening financial position of the collateral provider and other events agreed upon between the parties. In addition, the FCD explicitly makes it possible to uphold the validity of collateral arrangements not only before but also after (but on the same day as) the commencement of insolvency proceedings, if the collateral taker is not, nor should have been, aware of the commencement. The GSC does not provide for such protection after the commencement of insolvency but leaves the issue up to each Contracting State.
The FCD and Chapter V of the GSC have simplified the mechanisms for the provision and enforcement of financial collateral. These simplifications were expected to make credit available at a lower cost, enhance liquidity, and reduce systemic risk and, as such, to contribute to a flourishing economy. Unfortunately, the recent financial crisis revealed the repercussions of an overly liberal legal framework. Although the amendment of the FCD (in 2009) and the adoption of Chapter V of the GSC (also in 2009) took place in the aftermath of the financial crisis, their (amended) content is more in tune with pre-crisis circumstances. In particular, it would seem that some parameters were not sufficiently taken into consideration, such as irresponsible behaviour by collateral takers, the protection of economic actors with a weak bargaining position, and a variety of factors influencing systemic stability. The financial crisis has thus resulted in a vivid (new or revived) debate on the desirable private law and regulatory framework regarding financial collateral, including such matters as restrictions of the personal scope of the FCD and the GSC, limits on the right of use, and the treatment of close-out netting. The debate on these and comparable issues and opportunities for 'technical' improvements may well inspire (further) changes to the framework of the FCD and GSC.
